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[1] Observations of the lower stratospheric temperature over the last three decades show seasonal variations in tropical trends together with spatial patterns in southern high latitude trends in late winter-spring, with regions of cooling and warming of comparable magnitude. Neither aspect is reproduced in climate models used in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4). Here we show that stratosphere-resolving chemistry-climate models can produce these aspects of temperature trends. However, the seasonality of temperature trends can vary greatly among simulations of the same model, and even if one ensemble member reproduces the observed seasonality in trends there may be little agreement with observations for another member. The variability in trends among model ensemble members is related to differences in trends in wave activity propagating into the stratosphere. These results suggest that the seasonality of the observed temperature trends could be the result of natural variability as well as, or instead of, a response to external forcing, and that comparison with these trends may not be a robust test of climate models.


1. Introduction
[2] Recent studies analyzing temperature measurements since 1979 have shown large spatial and seasonal variations in lower stratospheric temperature (LST) trends [e.g., Hu and Fu, 2009; Lin et al., 2009 (LFSW2009 hereafter); Randel et al., 2009; Fu et al., 2010 (FSL2010 hereafter); Free, 2011; Seidel et al., 2011; Young et al., 2011]. In particular, they have shown that there are (1) significant spatial patterns in southern high latitude trends in late winter-spring, with regions of cooling and warming of comparable magnitude and (2) seasonal variations in tropical zonal mean temperature trends. Through multiple linear regression, LFSW2009 and FSL2010 have linked both (1) and (2) to changes in the stratospheric zonal mean meridional (“Brewer-Dobson,” B-D) circulation, with a strengthening in the B-D circulation causing regions of dynamical warming in SH high-latitudes during August - November despite the radiative cooling by ozone depletion, and seasonal variations in the strengthening of the B-D circulation causing the variations in tropical temperature trends. Furthermore, LFSW2009 and FSL2010 have also shown that the climate models used in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4) could not reproduce the warming in the southern sub-polar stratosphere in late winter / early spring or the seasonal variation in tropical zonal mean trends. This was attributed to the lack of a secular trend in the B-D circulation for relevant seasons in these models.

[3] Here we aim to address several questions that arise from the above studies: First, can models with a well-resolved stratosphere and interactive stratospheric chemistry simulate the observed temperature trends? Second, is the inference that changes in the B-D circulation have caused the observed seasonal variations in high-latitude and tropical LST trends correct? Third, what is the cause of any change in the B-D circulation?

[4] We address these questions by considering simulations from stratosphere-resolving chemistry climate models (CCMs) that were performed in the second round of the Stratospheric Processes And their Role in Climate (SPARC) Chemistry-Climate Model Validation (CCMVal) activity (referred to as CCMVal-2), and evaluated in SPARC CCMVal [2010]. In contrast to the IPCC AR4 climate models, the CCMs include interactive stratospheric chemistry and have a full representation of radiation, dynamical, and chemical processes, and feedbacks among these processes. This means the CCMs can capture the coupling between stratospheric ozone and circulation changes, and may be better able to simulate the observed stratospheric temperature trends. We apply the analysis used by LFSW2009 and FSL2010 to these CCM simulations and compare results between models and observations as well as between model
simulations. Results are presented for all CCMs in the CCMVal-2, but we focus primarily on simulations by the Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model (CMAM) [de Grandpré et al., 2000; Scinocca et al., 2008, 2009] that illustrate the key results.

[5] The data, models, and methods of analysis are described in the next section. In section 3 we compare the analysis of the trends in CMAM simulations with that of observations. The dynamics driving these trends is discussed in section 4. The trends in all CCMVal-2 simulations are analyzed in section 5. Concluding remarks are in section 6.

2. Data, Models and Analysis

[6] In this study we examine trends in monthly mean lower stratospheric temperature, total column ozone (TOZ), and meridional eddy heat flux (EHF) from multiple CCMs and observational analyses/reanalyses.

[7] The observational temperature data used are the MSU/AMSU lower stratosphere channel brightness temperature provided by the Remote Sensing System (version 3.3 updated in January 2011, available at www.remss.com). The horizontal resolution of these temperature data is 2.5° × 2.5°. The weighting function of this LST channel peaks at around 80 hPa with half maxima at 140 hPa and 40 hPa.

[8] The observed ozone data used are the monthly total column ozone compiled from a variety of satellite-based instruments by Bodeker Scientific (version 2.7, available at http://www.bodekerscientific.com/data/total-column-ozone [Bodeker et al., 2005; Müller et al., 2008; Struthers et al., 2009]). The horizontal resolution is 1° longitude by 1.25° latitude. Data gaps are found in June 1979, June and July 1993, May 1994, and February, May, June, and August 1995, which are filled by interpolation. This interpolation does not have any significant impacts on the large scale pattern of the total column ozone that is investigated in this paper.

[9] NCEP/NCAR reanalysis [Kalnay et al., 1996] daily velocity and temperature are used to calculate the monthly EHF. The EHF is used as a proxy of the wave activity entering the stratosphere. It is then used to diagnose changes in the stratospheric residual circulation, and to attribute temperature trends due to circulation changes. We use the cumulative eddy heat flux (CEHF), defined as the three-month (current and previous two) mean of the EHF. Newman et al. [2001] showed that the polar mean temperature is connected to eddy heat fluxes integrated over the preceding two months, and CEHF is a more appropriate diagnostic of the impact of wave activity entering the stratosphere than EHF. Previous studies calculated CEHF at 150 hPa [LFSW2009] or the average between 50 hPa and 10 hPa [Ueyama and Wallace, 2010; FSL2010], but here we calculate CEHF at 100 hPa in order to compare with CCMs (the EHF is only archived on this level in CCMVal-2). However, the results are qualitatively robust for different definitions of this proxy, tested with MSU LST and NCEP/NCAR EHF (not shown).

[10] We examine the output from CCM simulations of the CCMVal-2 REF-B1 scenario [Morgenstern et al., 2010]. This scenario covers 1960 to 2006 and was designed to simulate the recent climate by imposing observed sea surface temperature (SST), greenhouse gases (GHGs), ozone depleting substances (ODSs), aerosol surface area densities, volcanic eruptions, solar variability, and the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO). There were 18 CCMs in CCMVal-2 that performed REF-B1, with several performing multiple simulations (see Table 1). Combined together there are 32 REF-B1 simulations. The representation of QBO varies among these models: four models generate a spontaneous QBO, ten models have a imposed QBO, and the remaining four have no QBO [Morgenstern et al., 2010]. These deviations from the specification of REF-B1 are not thought to impact much the results of this study, as the QBO is more likely to impact LST over interannual (instead of multi-decadal) time scales [e.g., Seidel et al., 2011]. Detailed description of the REF-B1 scenario and all CCMs can be found in Morgenstern et al. [2010] [see also SPARC CCMVal, 2010].

[11] Analysis is performed on all 32 REF-B1 simulations, but we focus primarily on simulations of the CMAM. CMAM performed well in the CCMVal-2 evaluation [SPARC CCMVal, 2010] and there are three CMAM REF-B1
simulations in the CCMVal-2 archive. The differences among these ensemble members are typical of the differences found among ensemble members for other CCMs (and also the differences among CCMs). This version of CMAM is an extension of the Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analysis (CCCma) third generation coupled general circulation model (CGCM3) with a vertically expanded domain. The corresponding version of the CGCM3 has been used extensively for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Fourth Assessment Report (IPCC AR4). As well as the vertical extension of the model lid from 1 hPa (~50 km) to 0.0007 hPa (~100 km), CMAM also incorporates an interactive stratospheric chemistry module and a comprehensive middle-atmosphere radiative transfer scheme. Note that other CCMVal-2 reference and sensitivity simulations of CMAM use an interactive dynamic ocean [e.g., Scinocca et al., 2009; McLandress et al., 2010, 2011], but the REF-B1 simulations use prescribed, observed SSTs as required by the scenario.

The same fields as considered in the observational data sets are examined in the CCMs. The LST field is obtained from the CCMs by applying the MSU/AMSU weighting function (also known as averaging kernel) to the temperature field. We also examine the simulated trends in the vertical component of the transformed Eulerian Mean residual velocity $w^*$ and lower stratospheric ozone.

In both the observations and CCMs we consider trends over the period 1979–2006. This period is chosen to ensure the quality of the observed data (SH observations are of poorer quality before 1979) and to incorporate the CCM simulations (most simulations end in 2006). Following FSL2010, the fields (with the exception of EHF) are averaged (weighted by area) over three latitudinal bands: 20°N–20°S (hereafter referred to as the Tropics) and 40°N–82.5°N/S (hereafter referred to as NH/SH high latitudes). EHF is averaged over 40–90°N/S.

The trends in observed and modeled quantities are calculated using linear regression. Trends in the CEHF are used to estimate the high-latitude LST trends due to changes in stratospheric dynamics [e.g., LFSW2009; FSL2010]. Following these earlier studies, the “dynamical component” of the high latitude LST trend is defined as the part that is congruent with the CEHF trend, i.e., the regression of the detrended LST temperature on the detrended CEHF index times the index trend. FSL2010 apply the calculation to NH and SH high latitudes separately to obtain the dynamical components of the NH / SH LST trends, and then average them to get the dynamical contribution of the high latitude LST trend. However, we have found that this method is sensitive when the polar stratospheric temperature-wave activity relation breaks down (i.e., when the LST and CEHF time series become uncorrelated or even negatively correlated). To avoid such sensitivity, the NH and SH CEHF trends are averaged first to derive the dynamical component of the high-latitude LST trend and the NH / SH LST dynamical components are calculated by the relative contribution of their corresponding CEHF trends to the combined CEHF trend. In most cases, these two methods produce similar results. We consider the magnitude of the CEHF so that the quantity is positive in both hemispheres, and an increasing trend corresponds to increasing wave activity.

The statistical significance of trends is evaluated using the Student’s $t$-test, typically at the 5% significance level (95% confidence interval). It worth noting that the classic one-sample $t$-test usually provides confidence intervals that distinguish individual trends from zero (e.g., as in Figure 1) but are not a direct measure to distinguish trends from two data sets. The latter can be properly assessed using the two-sample $t$-test [e.g., Lanzante, 2005]. To test whether the seasonality of trends is statistically significantly different for two data sets we apply the two-sample $t$-test to the amplitude (maximum minus minimum) of the seasonal cycle of the trend differences.

3. Temperature Trends in CMAM Simulations

We now examine whether stratosphere-resolving CCMs can reproduce the observed temperature trends. Before presenting the results from all CCMs (in section 5), we focus first on simulations from CMAM. There are three CMAM REF-B1 simulations in the CCMVal-2 archive, but for space consideration we focus on only two of these, CMAM-2 and CMAM-3, which illustrate the differences that can occur between simulations that differ only in their initial conditions. For the most part, we repeat the analysis of FSL2010 for CCM data and observations, except we use a slightly different period (1979–2006) and slightly different analysis of the EHF (as described in section 2).

As has been reported in many previous studies, observations show annual-mean cooling trends of LST at most latitudes, but with the magnitude and seasonality varying with latitude (e.g., Figures 1a–1d) [Hu and Fu, 2009; LFSW2009; Randel et al., 2009; FSL2010; Free, 2011; Seidel et al., 2011; Young et al., 2011]. The CMAM simulations also show this general cooling trend, but the seasonality of the trends differs among simulations, see Figures 1e–1l. The seasonality of CMAM-2 trends (Figures 1e–1h) is generally similar to that observed (compare with Figures 1a–1d), but the seasonality of CMAM-3 trends (Figures 1i–1l) is often opposite to that observed. First, CMAM-3 has relatively strong cooling trend in tropics in March, when minimum cooling is observed (and in CMAM-2); and this contrast occurs similarly in October (Figures 1a, 1e, and 1i). Second, the CMAM-3 warming trend in boreal winter is delayed, by two months, to March, when the observed and CMAM-2 cooling trend is most evident in NH high latitudes (Figures 1c, 1g, and 1k). As discussed below, there is a strong anti-correlation between high latitude and tropical trends (compare Figures 1a, 1e, and 1i with Figures 1b, 1f, and 1j; correlation coefficients are $-0.56$, $-0.58$, $-0.84$, respectively), which FSL2010 related to the dynamical effects of trends in the meridional circulation.

The observed cooling trends are statistically significant during July–January at tropics and in most months at high latitudes except during winter (and early austral spring), when strong planetary wave activity generates large interannual variability in polar temperatures (see confidence intervals in Figure 1 indicated by thin curves). Although the magnitudes of the simulated and observed trends are similar, the simulated trends have larger confidence intervals. This is related to slightly larger interannual variability in the simulations. The two-sample $t$-test is used to test the statistical
significance in the differences between the observed and simulated trends. It is found that the seasonality is statistically indistinguishable between MSU and CMAM-2 tropical LST trends, but is significantly different between CMAM-3 and either of above (not shown).

[19] There are large zonal variations in the observed (MSU) high latitude temperature trends during winter and spring, and the zonal-mean trend is the residual of regional warming and cooling trends [e.g., Hu and Fu, 2009; LFSW2009; FSL2010]. Using multiple linear regression, LFSW2009 attributed the SH high latitude trend patterns to a combination of ozone-depletion-induced radiative cooling, and dynamical warming due to the acceleration of the BD circulation. For example, the trend in SH LST in late winter and early spring can be characterized by a zonal wave number-1 structure, with regions of comparable warming and cooling, see Figures 2a and 2b. The ozone depletion intensifies over most regions poleward of 45°S during September–October (Figures 2c and 2d), as does the associated radiative cooling. As described in detail in LFSW2009, there is a large shift in the phase of the wave-1 structure of SH LST trend between September and October: The warming branch of this dipole is located at 120°E on the edge of Antarctic in August and September, and turns to 120°W in October. The warming due to circulation changes overcompensates the radiative cooling in these regions, resulting in the overall warming trend mentioned above (Figures 2a and 2b) [see also LFSW2009].

[20] As in the zonal-mean trends, CMAM-2 agrees with the observed zonally asymmetric trends better than CMAM-3 (comparing Figures 2e and 2f and Figures 2i and 2j with Figures 2a and 2b). The agreement with observations is, however, not perfect: CMAM-2 does not capture the phase of the wave-1 structure in September, and there are differences in spatial variations of the TOZ trend (Figure 2g). However, the agreement with observations is much better than for CMAM-3. There is no area of significant warming over SH high latitudes in CMAM-3 (Figures 2i and 2j) and CMAM-3 overestimates the ozone depletion trend (Figures 2k and 2l). Both the lack of dynamical warming (see below) and overestimate of the ozone depletion contribute to the large zonal-mean cooling trend in CMAM-3.

[21] Despite the statistically significant trends in both warming and cooling regions (green curves in Figures 2a, 2b, 2e, and 2f), there is near cancellation of the warming and cooling, resulting in weak zonal-mean high-latitude trends in September and October in observations and CMAM-2 (see Figures 1d and 1h). The linear regression analysis by FSL2010 also shows that the radiative cooling component (associated with ozone depletion) and the dynamical warming component (associated with strengthening of the B-D circulation) of the SH zonal mean LST trend are statistically significant (or marginally significant at the 5% level by $t$-test) by either alone in September and October when the total SH LST zonal mean trend is close to zero (and thus statistically insignificant).

[22] As discussed in the introduction, analysis in LFSW2009 and FSL2010 showed that the IPCC AR4 climate models do not reproduce the observed seasonality of zonal-mean trends or zonal asymmetries in trends at southern high latitudes. We have shown above that at least one of the CCM simulations (CMAM-2 REF-B1) is able to capture seasonal variations in the MSU LST trends. Next we will examine whether, as proposed by FSL2010, a change in the B-D circulation contributes to the seasonality.

Figure 1. Observed (MSU) zonal-mean LST monthly trends (thick) and confidence intervals (thin; 5% significance level based on $t$-test) for 1979–2006 averaged over latitude bands (a) 20°S–20°N, (b) 40°N/S–82.5°N/S, (c) 40°N–82.5°N, and (d) 40°S–82.5°S. Similar to Figures 1a–1d but for CCMVal-2 REF-B1 simulations (e–h) CMAM-2 and (i–l) CMAM-3.
The seasonality is also similar between NCEP and CMAM-2 CEHF trends (Figures 3a and 3d). On the other hand, CMAM-3 SH CEHF trends are negative from May to December, and during these months the combined high latitude CEHF trends are remarkably different from the NCEP and CMAM-2 trends (Figure 3g). The statistical significance of the differences in the seasonality between NCEP and CMAM CEHF trends can be tested using the method applied on those of the tropical LST trends above. Again, the seasonality is indistinguishable between NCEP and CMAM-2 SH or combined high latitude CEHF trends but statistically different between CMAM-3 and either of NCEP and CMAM-2 (not shown). The seasonality of NH CEHF trends is relatively similar and thus statistically indistinguishable between NCEP and CMAM simulations (not shown).

The dynamical components of the high-latitude LST trends (Figures 3a, 3d, and 3g) show similar seasonality to their CEHF trends (Figures 3b, 3e, and 3h). The (combined) high latitude dynamical warming in August–October is dominated by the enhanced SH wave activity in observations (Figure 3b), which is captured by CMAM-2 albeit one month earlier (Figure 3e). Consistent with the CEHF trends, the LST high latitude dynamical component in CMAM-3 show pronounced cooling in these months (Figure 3h). In the observations, the near-zero trends in March and April (Figure 3b) are due to the cancellation between the weakening NH wave activity and strengthening SH wave activity (Figure 3a). The CMAM-2 high latitude dynamical component also shows near-zero trends in these two months but its seasonal minimum occurs in May, with dynamical cooling that is mainly due to overestimated weakening in its NH wave activity (Figures 3d and 3e). The CMAM-3 high latitude dynamical component, however, shows dynamical warming (strongest throughout the year) in April (Figure 3h). Observed strengthening of wave activity in both the NH and SH contributes to the dynamical warming in January, while CMAM-2 shows weak dynamical warming and CMAM-3 shows weak dynamical cooling (Figures 3b, 3e, and 3h).

There is a high anti-correlation between the observed seasonal cycles of the dynamical high latitude LST trend and tropical LST trend ($r = -0.84$), and the high latitude LST trend dynamical contribution explains 72% of the seasonal variation of the tropical LST trend (Figure 3c) [FSL2010]. This strong link also occurs in the CMAM simulations, even...
though CMAM-3 shows distinct seasonality in LST trends. There is a high anti-correlation between the high latitude dynamical LST and tropical LST trends for both CMAM-2 \((r = -0.75)\) and CMAM-3 \((r = -0.81)\), see Figures 3f and 3i.

[26] In summary, the above analysis shows that two simulations of the same CCM, which differ only in their initial conditions, can produce very different trends in the wave activity and temperatures (in one the observed features are qualitatively reproduced whereas in the other there is...
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 little agreement). Although there are differences in the seasonality of the trends, in all simulations and observations there is a strong anti-correlation in seasonality of the tropical LST trends and the dynamical component of high latitude LST trends (and hence the trend in wave activity propagating into the stratosphere). There are also significant spatial patterns in high latitude trends in later winter-spring, with regions of cooling and warming of comparable magnitude in MSU and CMAM-2 LST.

4. Factors Controlling Tropical Temperature Trends in CMAM Simulations

[27] FSL2010 attributed the observed LST trends described above to a strengthening of the B-D circulation. However, current observational trends for the B-D circulation are not reliable enough [e.g., Yang et al., 2008], and this inference about changes in circulation cannot be tested from observations. This is not the case for the CCM simulations, where the B-D circulation can be diagnosed directly, and trends compared with temperature trends.

[28] To test inferences in the B-D circulation from temperature trends, we compare the trends in the simulated tropical vertical velocity of the residual circulation, $w^*$, with those in the tropical LST and the dynamical component of the high-latitude LST. A positive $w^*$ trend indicates strengthening of the B-D circulation, and would be expected to lead to a dynamical (adiabatic) cooling in the tropics and dynamical (adiabatic) warming at high latitudes (and vice versa for a negative $w^*$ trend). As shown in Figure 4, the trends in the tropical $w^*$ (green solid curves) in the two CMAM simulations for 1979–2006 are anti-correlated with the corresponding tropical LST trends (black dash-dotted curves) and correlated with their high latitude LST trend dynamical components (blue solid curves). The CMAM-2 $w^*$ trend is positive in all months but negative in April (Figure 4a). The CMAM-3 $w^*$ shows negative trends in January, April, May, July, September, and October (Figure 4b). Therefore, the $w^*$ trends in both CMAM simulations (and also CMAM-1, not shown) are consistent with the wave activity and temperature trends, and support the inference of changes in the B-D circulation from trends in wave activity and temperature.

[29] Although the anti-correlation between tropical $w^*$ and LST trends is consistent with an increased upwelling causing dynamical cooling and a decreasing trend in LST, changes in tropical ozone could also contribute to the tropical temperature trends [e.g., Forster et al., 2007; Salby, 2008; Dall’Amico et al., 2010; Lamarque and Solomon, 2010; Randel and Thompson, 2011]. A decrease in tropical lower stratospheric ozone causes (radiatively) a decrease in tropical lower stratospheric temperatures, and changes in ozone could be driving the temperature trends. As shown in Figure 5a, there is indeed a strong positive correlation between lower stratospheric ozone and temperature trends in the CMAM simulations, consistent with a cooling trend from decreasing ozone. On the other hand, the decreasing ozone is also related to the increase in tropical upwelling (Figure 5c), and it is not possible here to separate the direct dynamical cooling due to increased upwelling (Figure 5b) from the indirect radiative cooling by ozone decreases (that result from increased upwelling). Note that the tropical upwelling has been shifted one month earlier in Figures 5b and 5c, as the vertical residual velocity leads temperature about one month in the annual cycle [Chae and Sherwood, 2007]. However, even without this lag the seasonal variations in the temperature and ozone trends are correlated with trends in the tropical $w^*$. The correlation coefficients between temperature and $w^*$ trends with no time lag are $-0.67$ and $-0.71$ for CMAM-2 and CMAM-3, respectively, and those between $w^*$ and ozone trends are $-0.61$ and $-0.56$ (compared with the numbers in Figure 5).

[30] Tropical LST also depends on SSTs and the abundance of other greenhouse gases (e.g., CO$_2$ and H$_2$O), and trends in these factors could be contributing to the overall trend of tropical LST. However, there are relatively small seasonal variations in tropical SSTs that cannot explain the seasonal LST trends. Also, all simulations use the same SSTs, so the behavior of SST cannot explain the differences between CMAM-2 and CMAM-3 trends.

[31] We now return to the issue of why the trends in the two CMAM simulations are so different. As shown above.
the differences can be linked to wave activity entering the stratosphere, so the key question is what is the cause of the CEHF trends. The fact that the CEHF trends can be so different in simulations with exactly the same external forcing indicates that these trends, and as a result seasonal variations in the temperature trends, may not be a robust response to external forcing (such as changes in GHGs and ODSs), and may rather be more the result of internal variability in the model atmosphere.

To examine further the variability in the wave activity entering the stratosphere we consider the variations in CEHF over the whole period (1960 to 2006) of the CMAM REF-B1 simulations. Figure 6 shows the SH high latitude CEHF time series (black dotted curves) for September from CMAM-2 (Figure 6a) and CMAM-3 (Figure 6b). The CEHF trends are shown for the first 28 years (red dashed lines) and last 28 years (blue dash-dotted lines), as well as the whole period (1960–2006; green solid lines). None of these trends are statistically significant at the 5% level based on the t-test. In both simulations the trends over the first and last 28 years have similar magnitude but opposite sign. This occurs even though the change in external forcing (GHGs and ODSs) is much larger over the last 28 years than the first 28 years. This indicates that internal 10- to 30-year variability in the wave activity in CMAM is much larger than its sensitivity to external forcing.

As expected from above comparison of wave activity, even when trends are considered over the longer 1960 to 2006 period there is little consistency in the seasonality of temperature trends between CMAM-2 and CMAM-3. Figures 7 and 8 show the results for the above temperature trends analysis applied to the whole period of the CMAM simulations. These results are fairly consistent with those for 1979–2006 (Figures 1e–1h and 3d–3i), except that these trends are weaker and SH high latitude LST trend becomes statistically significant from October to January in CMAM-2. For example, the trend of the CMAM-3 SH CEHF magnitude is negative during July–December over this period (Figure 8d), while its counterpart in CMAM-2 is only negative in November (Figure 8a). This difference leads to dynamical warming in all seasons for CMAM-2 (blue solid curve in Figure 8b and 8c) and dynamical cooling in
Figure 7. Zonal-mean LST monthly trends (thick) and confidence intervals (thin; 5% significance level based on t-test) of CCMVal-2 REF-B1 CMAM-2 simulation for 1960–2006 averaged over latitude bands (a) $20^\circ$S–$20^\circ$N, (b) $40^\circ$N–$82.5^\circ$N/S, (c) $40^\circ$N–$82.5^\circ$N, and (d) $40^\circ$S–$82.5^\circ$S. (e–h) Similar to Figures 7a–7d but for CMAM-3.

Figure 8. Seasonal variations in the zonal mean trends for 1960–2006 of (a) high latitude ($40^\circ$N/S–$90^\circ$N/S) CEHF magnitude; (b) high latitude ($40^\circ$N/S–$82.5^\circ$N/S) dynamical LST; and (c) tropical ($20^\circ$S–$20^\circ$N) and high latitude ($40^\circ$N/S–$82.5^\circ$N/S) dynamical LST for CCMVal-2 REF-B1 CMAM-2 simulation. (d–f) Similar to Figures 8a–8c but for CMAM-3.
August–October and December for CMAM-3 (blue solid curve in Figures 8e and 8f).

The above shows that in CMAM the seasonality of LST trends is more sensitive to internal variability than changes in the external forcing over the last 30 years. This may indicate that the observed LST trends may not be dominated by external forcing. However, it is possible that the larger internal variability is due to deficiencies in CMAM. For example, the SH vortex in CMAM is too strong and breaks up too late, while the NH vortex is too warm and variable [SPARC CCMVal, 2010]. It is not known how these deficiencies impact the decadal scale variability in the model.

5. CCMVal-2 Models

The above analysis shows that different ensemble members of CMAM can produce very different temperature
trends. We now consider the temperature trends in all 32 CCMVal-2 REF-B1 simulations, and examine variability between models as well as whether this lack of consistency applies to ensemble members of other CCMs.

There are large differences in the tropical and high latitude zonal-mean LST trends among the 32 CCM simulations, see Figure 9 (the 18 different models are shown as different line colors and styles). The magnitude and seasonality of tropical LST trends differs among the simulations, and the multimodel mean shows very little seasonal dependence (multimodel mean tropical LST trend is around $-0.4$ K/decade for all months, whereas the observed trend varies from near zero in March to about $-0.5$ K/decade in September). The multimodel mean NH high latitudes trends also show very little seasonal dependence with few models simulating weak warming in December or large cooling in February–March. In SH high latitudes most of the CCM simulations lack dynamical warming during austral late winter and spring, and overestimate the zonal-mean high latitude trends.

It is difficult to see the difference between individual simulations (from the same or different models) in Figure 9. These differences are shown more clearly in Figure 10, for NH high latitudes and tropics in March, and SH high latitudes and tropics in September. This figure highlights the large range of simulated trends ($-1$ to 0.15 K/decade for NH March, $-1.8$ to 0.9 K/decade for SH September), and differences between the multimodel mean and observed trends. Furthermore, Figure 10 shows that the large differences in zonal-mean trends in CMAM ensemble members also occur for other models. For example, for both months shown the spread of CMAM and WACCM simulations are similar and are about half of the multimodel spread. MRI and SOCOL also show relatively large spread at NH high latitudes in March (Figure 10b) and LMDZrepro shows significant spread at SH high latitudes in September (Figure 10d). The relative spread in the tropics and high latitudes is fairly consistent for the same model (comparing the models with multiple ensembles in Figures 10a and 10c with Figures 10b and 10d), indicating again connection between tropical and high-latitude temperature trends.

There is also a large spread in spatial patterns of the SH high latitudes temperature trends among models. Figure 11 shows the amplitude and phase of zonal wave number-1 component of the temperature trends in October for each of the CCM simulations. The observed SH high latitudes LST wave-1 amplitude peaks in October, and most of the CCM simulations largely underestimate the wave-1 amplitude (Figure 11a). Similar to the zonal mean trend, the wave-1 amplitude and phase vary significantly not only from model to model, but also among ensembles of the same model. The lack of sufficient wave activity might be responsible for the common cold bias and the associated delay in the spring-time break-down of the southern polar
vortex in these models [SPARC CCMVal, 2010; Butchart et al., 2011; see also Shaw et al., 2011]. The wave-1 phase trends scatter over all longitudes in individual months (e.g., October as in Figure 11b), and their transition from September to October is also irregular in both direction and magnitude. The failure to capture the observed significant transition in the longitudinal location of the warming regions (Figures 2a and 2b) in these simulations (not shown) [see also Hu and Fu, 2009] is likely a consequence of the natural variability of the atmospheric circulation.

[39] Although there are generally differences between the simulated trends and those observed, the CCMs are a considerable improvement over the IPCC AR4 simulations analyzed by LFSW2009. The observed local maximum warming trends in September and October south of 45°S are greater than 2 K/decade in SH high latitudes (see Figures 2a and 2b). None of the IPCC AR4 models simulate trends larger than 2 K/decade in September (only one in October) for the same region, and only a fifth of these models simulate an area of warming larger the 1 K/decade (P. Lin, personal communication, 2011). In contrast, over half the CCMVal-2 REF-B1 simulations show regions with warming more than 1 K/decade, and around a quarter have warming above 2 K/decade. The improvement of the CCMs over the IPCC AR4 models is likely due to the well resolved stratosphere and interactive ozone chemistry in the CCMs.

6. Conclusions

[40] We have shown that stratosphere-resolving CCMs can, when forced by observed SSTs, GHGs, and ODSs, reproduce the key features of observed lower stratospheric temperature trends from 1979 to 2006. In particular, CCM simulations can produce regions of cooling and warming of comparable magnitude in the southern polar stratosphere during late winter and spring, and a seasonal variation in tropical trends with minimal cooling in April–May. However, it is also shown that the spatial pattern in southern trends and seasonal variations in tropical trends can vary greatly even for simulations of the same model that differ only in their initial conditions. This is highlighted by two simulations of CMAM (in one the observed features are qualitatively reproduced whereas in the other there is little agreement), but is also found to occur for other CCMs.

[41] The large variation in simulated trends among ensemble members suggests that the observed temperature trends may not be a robust response to external forcing (ozone depletion, increases in GHGs), especially over short periods during which it can be dominated by natural (internal) variability. Presently, the observational record in the SH is not long enough to allow for a separation of forced trends from natural variability [e.g., Young et al., 2012]. Hence, comparison with these trends may not be a fair test of climate models. Even a large number of model runs does not guarantee that the mean of these runs should agree with the observed trends as the reality could be just one realization of many possible responses of the atmosphere to the external forcings. Another implication is that this might further complicate the tropospheric (near surface) climate prediction through stratosphere-troposphere coupling [e.g., Thompson et al., 2005].

[42] Although some aspects of the temperature trends differ between the CCMVal-2 simulations considered, in most simulations the change in the B-D circulation is consistent with that inferred from the seasonality of tropical temperature trends, i.e., increased tropical upwelling during months with tropical cooling, and decreased upwelling when tropical warming. These simulations therefore support the inferences made by FSL2010 regarding changes in the B-D circulation based on MSU trends. The cause of the seasonality of the tropical temperature trends is, however, likely a combination of (direct) dynamical heating and (indirect) radiative effects due to dynamically induced changes in tropical ozone. The quantitative attribution of the total temperature trends between these two factors is of interest for future studies.
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